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Why should we care about narcosis? 

1.  

2.  Safety & Environmental 
Assurance Centre 

> 70,000 industrial chemicals 
may act like narcotics* 
*QSAR analysis 

Narcotics act via 
membrane disruption* 

High volume of chemicals + impacts 
on basic biological structure = 
Potential for adverse effects in the 
environment at high concentrations *exact mechanism 

not known 
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What do we already know 
about narcotics? 

↑ Hydrophobicity = ↑ Toxicity 

Issue: Current method of classifying chemicals are 
unable to adequately determine whether something is 

a polar or non-polar narcotic 

Polar (weak acids) Non-polar (neutral/non-electrolytes) 

How do we address the question of assessing the  
mechanism of toxicity for polar versus non-polar narcotics? 

3,4-dichloroaniline 
3-picoline 
Aniline 
2,4-dinitrotoluene 
Dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid sodium salt 
3-ethoxy-4-hydroxybenzaldehyde 
Benzamide 
O-tolunitrile 
O-cresol 
Phenol 
2,4,6-tribromophenol 
2,4,6-trichlorophenol 
2-chlorophenol 
N,N,N-trimethyl-1-dodecanaminium chloride  
N-benzyl-N,N-dimethyl-1-octylaminium chloride  
Phenyltrimethylammonium chloride  

2-butanone 
2-hydroxyethyl ether 
2-methyl-1-propanol 
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 
1-Butanol 
Chlorobenzene 
1,2-dichlorobenzene 
Ethanol 
1-Hexanol 
Methanol 
1-Octanol 
Toluene 
P-xylene 
Dodecyl tetraethylene glycol ether 
Ethylbenzene 

Microarray data set: List of chemicals for C. elegans exposures 

Vehicle control 1 
Vehicle control 2 
Vehicle control 3 

Ethanol 1 
Ethanol 2 
Ethanol 3 

Replicated samples 
for error model 

validation 

Non-polar Polar 

24h exposure to 1/10 LC50 
- Extract RNA, hybridize to arrays 
- N=1 biological replicate 
* Genes used for analysis were quantile 
normalized and filtered (removed lowly 
expressed genes, < expression value 5.5  

Error model validation Results of the average of the 3 
replicates in the error model against 
the 3 replicates using linear models 
for microarray analysis 

Error model: Use a control sample 
variance distribution to predict whether 
a single value in a treated sample is 
significant (P < 0.05, Benjamini-
Hochberg correction) (Stekel 2005) 

Similar and significant functional terms via 
DAVID pathway analysis 

# of 
genes 

Corrected 
p-value 

Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis 12 
12 

5.43E-4 
5.68E-4 

Glyoxylate and dicarboxylate metabolism 6 
6 

7.21E-4 
7.17E-4 

Pyruvate metabolism 9 
8 

0.0012 
0.0074 

Arginine and proline metabolism 10 
8 

0.0012 
0.0239 

Propanoate metabolism 9 
7 

0.0047 
0.0785 

Citrate cycle (TCA cycle) 9 
10 

0.0070 
0.0028 

Fructose and mannose metabolism 8 
6 

0.0066 
0.1247 

Biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids 4 
7 

0.4259 
0.0064 Overlapping and distinct gene sets 

between error model and limma 

Conclusion: Error model 
and limma approaches 
give different individual 
genes but with a strong 

overlap between 
biological pathways 

Principal component analysis 

PCA marked by 
chemical name 

PCA by Kow value 

Conclusion: No strong separation by class or 
Kow value-we need a multivariate approach 
to see the impacts of different narcosis types 

Predictive Analysis of Microarrays 

PAMr: Use Cohen's 
d statistic to see 
which genes and 
pathways are most 
unique between 
groups 

Conclusion: There is 
biological 

enrichment in sets 
of genes which are 

unique between 
polar and non-polar 
narcotic chemicals KEGG pathways with significant d-statistics which also have 

significant enrichment via gene set enrichment analysis 

Multivariate approaches 

Conclusions 
• Error model approach is applicable for finding 

differential gene expression in C. elegans model 
• Although PCA is not able to clearly separate the 

two potential classes of narcotics, multivariate 
approaches are able to distinguish genes sets 

• PAMr and GALGO can be used to find genes to 
classify polar versus non-polar narcotics 

• Including physical-chemical features improves the 
performance and accuracy of these model 

Genetic Algorithm to 
Optimize variable selection 
(GALGO): R package for 
developing multivariate 
predictive models using a 
the ‘survival of the fittest’ 
procedure (Trevino 2006) 
 
Predictions of chemical 
class based on gene 
expression were conducted 
using cross-validation 
training and test data, using 
random forest classification 
method in the genetic 
algorithm (Liaw 2002) 

↓ Individual genes 

Forward selection model: model fitness 
(accurate class predictions) increases and 
reaches plateau after ~20 genes 

Accuracy of class predictions: 
prediction accuracy (~80%) is due to 
consistent misclassification of a small 
number of chemicals. How can we 
improve these predictions? 

Including physical-chemical 
features within GALGO 

Conclusion: Including PCFs 
such as polar surface area 

increases prediction accuracy 
within GALGO to 92% and this 
model only uses 5 genes for 

accurate predictions 

The next steps 

C. elegans 

Fish toxicity (public data sets) 

RT gill and rat cell lines (public data sets) 

Can we predict physiological and behavioral 
responses with gene expression data? 

What is the relationship between LC50, 
Kow, PCFs, and gene expression? 
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??? 

Project objective and specific aim 
Project objective 
Determine if an Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) approach is usable to 
predict mechanisms of action of narcosis from biological information to 
enable improved classification of narcotic chemicals. 

Specific Aim 
Use novel approaches to help determine the mechanism of toxicity and 
MOA and to improve methods for narcosis classification 

Key Question: Do baseline and polar narcotics have different mechanisms 
of action, and if so can omics help distinguish between the two? 


